Foreword

T. Volkan Yuzer and Gulsun Kurubacak focus in this book on transformative online education. They define their own unique online learning approach, which underlines the need for taking a transformative approach, combined with aesthetics, dimensions and consideration. The editors say that these are exciting times for online education, and that we must learn how to incorporate transformation, as well as its various components, into the learning process. We must discover how to motivate the online users, from their individual perspective of learner, faculty member or designer, to learn progressively and be actively involved in transformative online education.

This edited book provides both a practical guide and a motivating theoretical approach. This stems from the background of both the editor and the author, as educators and as practitioners, and their experience which reflects their diverse viewpoints. The editors fully appreciate the enormous burden this approach may place upon transformative online educators, who should adopt this culture to match global and egalitarian curricular issues with their real life experiences. Their sensitivity shown in the book towards this dilemma is one of its most outstanding characteristics.

We congratulate both the authors and the editors in their work, their understanding of the topic, and for producing a valuable resource of material in this definitive area.
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